
Video Slot

HOT VOLCANO

The vibes of Las Vegas' casino mecca have been reincarnated in 
our latest slot - Hot Volcano - with the anticipated classic style in 
place but hitting differently.

What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas. The elegant slot 
machine, meeting players in the spotlight, will keep all secrets 
about the biggest wins. One of the most common casino games 
fetish - mellow fruit - can appear before players in two states: 
standard and sort-of volcanic. Fruit in flames adds fuel to the 
gameplay, substituting their standard versions in winning 
combinations. The HOT symbol represented by a bunch of exotic 
fruit results in a lavish multiplier. The Free Spins symbol weltered 
in lava will spiral into an extended gaming session with 
additional winnings.

Enjoy Hot Volcano's tropical fruit on fire for a dose of Vegas 
entertainment!



Information

Game Summary

FULL HD (16:9)

MED HIGH

VIDEO SLOT

Yes

 

Yes

HTML5

96.01%

Win Amount

Mobile + desktop

Mobile vertical

Reels

Rows

Bet lines

Min bet (EUR)

Max bet (EUR)

Hit Frequency

Free Game

Game Resolution

Vertical View

Volatility

Game Type

RTP

Platforms

Mobile

Technology

Yes
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3

5

5

0.1

75

17%

1 in 113

Big Win

Huge Win

Mega Win

Epic Win

1 in  98

1 in 208

1 in 569

1 in 8767

Max payout for times bet 
observed in 500 million spins: 

515

3078

230 850

Main Game

Free Game

Max Win in EUR

Game Features

FREE SPINS
3 Free Spins symbols appearing on 
the reels activate 10 Free Spins, but 
only if they are on the winning lines. 
All winnings in the Free Spins mode 
are multiplied by 3.

HOT SYMBOL
HOT is a Wild symbol that can 
substitute for any fruit symbol in 
the winning combination.

FRUITS ON FIRE SYMBOL
Fruits on Fire symbol will substitute 
its regular version of a symbol in a 
winning combination of 3 Fruits, 
which gives more winnings!


